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Jessup Marked -Sy Excellerit Performanc~s
by Winsteadi Lome

The Jessup International
Moot Court Competition came
to a dramatic close this past
Sunday with the come-frombehind victory of the Universi- .
ty of West Virginia team .
The five-membef West
Virginia team will travel onto
Washington D.C., where they
will compete against the winners of the eleven other U.S. ·
regionals in the-.National Competition. The winner of that
competition will argue in the
internafional rounds, also held
in Wasbi~. D .C.
UB l:aw ~d the honor of
hosting this year's Jessup. The
five member teams from Pittsburgh, Temple, Duquesne,
Dickinson, Syracuse, Albany,
Detroit, Cornell, University of
Pennsylvania, and West
Virginia convened at O'Brian
Hall this past Saturday and
Sunday, and, depending on

r

who they_ were representing,
argued for either the Kingdom
of Septentrion or the Peoples
Republic of Meridion, two fie
tional South American coun
tries accused of human rights
violations.
Al~ of the teams- aquitted
themselves well. Judge Mikoll,
of the Appellate Division,
Third Department, who served
on one ..of the three person
judging ;:panels, was very im
pressed •with the level of ad
vocacy_- displayed by the par
ticipants·.in this year's competi
tion . •
In a tight race, the University of Pennsylvania edged out
West Virginia for best
memorial honors. In addition
to winning best overall, one of
the Wes-t Virginia team
members also won recognition
as best oralist. •
Due to the efforts of first
year student Jim Newman, co
administrator of the North-

Central Jessup 'r~gional, a very
distinguished panel of judges
was retained to preside as
justices at the competition.
Judges Armer, Murphy,
Ostrowski, Mikoll, Wisbaum
and others from the state
bench · lent their expertise to
the competition and ensured
its success. UB Law professors
Howard Berman, Andrew
Spanogle,
and _i Wade
Newhouse also participated in
the judging. Richard Nelson,
the Washington D.C.-based
President of the American
Society of lntf;!rnational Law
Societies, was also in atten
dance.
Folowing the competition, a
banquet
was
held
at
Romanello's Prime Rib in
Williamsville. There, Dana
Brutman, fellow administrator
of the Jessup regional,
presented the winning teams
with their plaques . A round of
applause was then heard for

Jessup competitors

Dana and Jim for their efforts
in making this year's Jessup a
resounding success.
The UB team, comprised of
second year students Ashram
Dial, Jim Wilder, and Ellen
Sinclair, and third year student

• ••
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(Moran)

at mixer following Saturday's rounds

Glenn Pincus, did not finish in
the winner's circle this year.
However, they displayed pluck
and determination throughout
the entire proceedings, and
deserve kudos from the entire
UB Law student body.

()pinion
John Lord O'Brian Hall
SUNY/8. North Campus
Bufralo. N~w York 14260

"The function of a free press is to comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable."
- H. L. Mencken
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Lipsitz Continues Work In Prisoners' Rights
countered continual frustra
tion. The most I coul~ do
would often be to get a person
his ri~_h tful place in line for the
medical services. It was such a
scarce commodity. The pro
blem is (ijluch broader tho.ugh.
Since theli~ medical care
is so long, the majority of
prisoners are being disserv
iced."
Mr. Lipsitz, along with other
attorneys at PLS, recognized
the need fo{ a broader solu-

observation during the month
of Ramadan. "The revelations
of the Koran started the month
of Ramadan. It is a time to
enrich one's knowledge of
Islam and is a time of fasting
and congregational -prayer,
both of which are universal
practices throughout the
Muslim world _- Since congrega
tio~al prayer is a central _prac
tice in the Islamic religion, it is
entitled to constitutional pro
tection."

for understanding. Through
this assistance, I developed a
sense of an essential feature of
John Lipsitz, a 1978
graduate of this law school, is
the Islamic religion ."
Clinic work here is a
the newest addition to the
welcome change for Mr. Lip
clinic staff. He is currently run
sitz, who was anxious to in
ning the Habeus Corpus Clinic,
after three years at Prisoners
vestigate other areas of
criminal law. When asked how
Legal Services (PLS), where he
he had enjoyed his first two
handled mostly matrimonial
matters for persons in
months at the law school, he
responded with wild en
carcerated at Attica.
thusiasm, exclaiming that the
· "There are many people in
prison who want to get
"office furniture has exceeded
my wildest dreams. And I have
divorces for a variety of
a wonderfully large window."
'reasons," Lipsitz noted. "Often
He professed to be especially
it's out of consideration for
fond of his bulletin board, "we
their spouse, or they want a
didn't have ·those at PLS."
fresh start . Sometimes
Commenting on his role as
prisoners want a divorce
an instructor, Mr. Lipstiz noted
because of the traditional anx
that whereas he was "used to
ieties concerning marital
sizing up clients at Attica after
fidelities, es'pecially in .light of
one or two interviews, " this
the fact that they are often
was not possible with his
separated frdn their spouses
students since "it takes more
for many ye'ats."
than one or two meetings to
Mr. Lipsitz was involved in
develop a good working rela
other types of service work
tionship." Though he has never
which concerned "prisoners'
taught before, Mr. Lipsitz is
lives more than prisoners'
confident that he will be able
rights." Such work included
to assist students in expanding
making complaints to prison
the.ir knowledge, as he has had
officials regarding packages, John Upsitz,
(Moran)
extensive experience in the
personal property, harrass- riew Habeut-Corpus clinic lnttructor
criminal justice system. "I
ment and abuse, as w4!II as
Judge Curtin aranted a per have always approached any
s~faighten)ng out bureaucratic tion, noting that the problem
delays in the processing of was basically one of inade manent. injunction, which· job as a learning experience. I
classification and transfer quate financial resources to allowed the Muslims to hope to be able to share that
decisions.
provide the prisoners with the observe their religion as they learning with my students."
In this same vein, Mr. Lipsitz
Though service work has a two full time physicians re- felt was necessary. In apprecia
tion of his representation, the is currently sittina in on Nils
.
"areat deal of value,'' Mr. Lip- quired by law.
sltz found that "since so much ' One case which especially American Muslim Mission at Olsen's Habeus Corpus
is simply repetitive, It became : ln~ted Mr. Lipsitz Involved Attica awarded Mr. Lipsitz a seminar and was quick to note
that he has done (and will do)
very' drajnina."
•
the constitutional protection Dtstinaulshed Service Award.
Mr.. Lipsitz s~ted . that he all of the readina.
One tNjor .problem Mr. Lip- of_the freedom of..r.elltliolls ex, ·
At the present time, Mr. Lip
sltz addressed was the lack of presston. The case l~lved the was "able to draw on members
-attention 1iven to prisoners' ri1ht of Muslims to
in of the local tslamic cqmmuni sitz is workin1 on several civil
medical problems. "I en- essentlaJ parts of · Islamic ty for Information, support and riahts · cues at Attica for the
by Amy Ruth Tobol
I

-"-

ena...

clinic . Two of those involve
the conditions in the protec
tive custody unit. He has also
inhJrited the fampus "Kosher
food" case, which is moving
along at a rapid pace. As with
the case concerning the con
stitutional right of congrega
tional prayer, the Kosher food
case involves the understan
ding of a practice central to
the observation of a particular
faith.
Mr. Lipsitz is currently a
member of the Steering Com
mittee of the Buffalo Chapter
of the National Lawyers Guild
having -worked with the Guild
on and off since his first year
of law school, when his room
mate " dragged him to a
meeting."
"The Guild is an important
formation in that it is a vehicle
for drawing together attorneys
who don't see their work in a
narrow economic and legal
manner and who share certain
attitudes concerning the func
tions and roles of the civil and
criminal systems," he stated.
In his spare time, Mr. Lipsitz
enjoys movies and cooking
dinner for his wife, a reporter
for the Buffalo Evening News.
He is also trying to read
everything published in English
before 1920 which he failed to
read in college, since he was
"too lnvolved in sex and party- .
ing." (He was not that in
terested in rock and roll.) .
Mr. lipstiz is also leamin1
Spanish, which he feels is an
important tool . in developina .
and strencthenln1 communica
tions with persons caucht in
the criminal justice system.
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Justice 111 Served
Alan Rosenfeld's administrative hearing before the Presiden
tial Commission was held this Saturday at. the U B Ridge Lea
Campus. Several other students' hearings were also heard on
Saturday. Defendants, witnesses, representatives, members of
the press, and others in attendance were shocked and dismayed
at the manner in which the proceedings were conducted .
. Students who expected to asssert their First Amendment right
to peacefully demonstrate were told that constitutional issues
were irrelevant here; the essential question to be determined at
this hearing was the matter of criminal trespass . It is important
to note at this point that the Presidential Commission is charg
ed in the Preamble of its Rules and Regulations not to conduct
criminal investigations, but to preserve and protect the open
discourse and exchange of ideas crucial to maintaining an in
stitution committed to "higher learning." Certainly, there are
few issues more relevant to the Presidential Commission than
the students' right to peaceful political demonstrations
guaranteed by the New York State and United States Constitu
tions .
In addition to being denied the opportunity to assert their
First Amendment rights, because criminal trespass charges
against many students are still pending, they were also effec
tively barred from speaking on their own behalf for fear that
any of their statements could be used against them in a
criminal proceeding.
Their ability to defend themselves at this administrative hear
ing was further restricted by the hearing officers' limitations on
the use of witnesses . Law students who were acting as represen
tat~ves complained that their objections were routinely denied,
while those of the prosecution were routinely sustained.
Moreover, students' requests that the hearings be "open" were
generally, although not uniformly, denied.
As one law student put it: they wanted to play the hearing
game, but not listen to all the facts; they wanted to play the
criminal game, but not follow all the procedures.
It is understandable that the new Administration would want
to put behind it the bad taste which Ketter left everyone with,
but to do so by creating a "hybrid" hearing procedure is wrong,
not only in its abridgement of the rights of the immediately con
cerned students-but also in the very dangerous precendent it
sets for the future. The Presidential Commission either provides
for informal full and fair hearings in which all facts and view
points are heard, as befits a Univerty body, or it does not. A
hybrid of informal administrative and formal criminal pro
cedures satisfies neither the rights of the student nor the needs
of the University community.
A precedent has been set where the Administration can, in an
arbitrary and capricious manner. determine the outcome of the
proceedings by tampering with ;:he procedural guidelines. This
patently unjust manipulation of what should be neutral rules
smacks of the days of the Star Chamber and the Auto de fe.

Start Training Now

Johhe

RACE JUDICATA

run

2.3 mile
on April 16, at 3:00 p.m.
Start and Finish in front
of O''Brian .Ha.ll
Open to All Law School Personnel
Pap two
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Mardi 18, 1982

To the Editor:
This is a comment about
I eg,a l "ethics" and the
machinations of an institution
informed by those "ethics."
Over the past few months I
have been hearing periodic in
stallments of what can only be
called "rumor~~_from reliable
sources" concerning a situa
tion which, if true, deeply
troubles me and ought to
disturb us all. As the story
goes, during the course of the
Law Review's Write-On Com
petition the resume of a com
peting second year student (I'll
call him/her D. Dagger) was in
advertently made available to
one of the Review's editors.
The resume apparently inclu
ded statements to the effect
that Dagger was a member of
both the Law Review and the
Moot Court Board. Both of
these statements were false;
Dagger was still competing for
acceptance onto the Law
Review and had never entered
the competition for member
ship on the Moot Court Board.
When confronted with the
falsified resume, the rumors
continue, Dagger said that the
resume had only been sent to a
small number of firms and had
nothing to do with him/her
receiving a job offer from a
prestigious New York City law
firm . A phone call or series of
phone calls were made and it
was discovered that, like the
resume itself, this was a lie.
The members of the Law

Review (or at least those who
knew about the event) wanted
to have Dagger appear before
the Faculty-Student Relations
Board (FSRB), the law school
body that deals with student
disciplinary issues, and also
wanted him/her disallowed
from further Law Review com
petition. Dagger, however, is
said to have insisted that s/he
be allowed to continue to com
pete for a position on the Law
Review. In addition, the story
continues, s/he obtained the
services of a reputable and in
fluential Buffalo attorney
(known here as Oxforia) who is
said to have come to the
school and threatened
members of the Law Review
and the school itself with legal
action on Dagger's part if s/he
were kept from competing in
the Write-On Competition. Ox
foria is then said to have gone
to the Moot Court Board to tell
them that the Law Review had
already agreed not to take any
action against Dagger and that
they (the Moot Court Board)
ought to do the same.
The story does not stop here.
An influential member of the
FSRB (referred to here as Pro
fessor Bojangles) is said to
have urged both the Law
Review and the Moot Court
Board to discontinue any of
ficial sanctions against Dagger.
Apparently. between Bo
jangles' urgings and Oxforia's
threatened legal action and
whatever other influences
have not made it onto the

"grapevine,"
the
two
"prestigious"
student
organizations made a deal.
Dagger would not be allowed
to continue in the Write-On
Competition. In return, neither
board would press for
discip.linary action. (One in
dividual told me recently that
Dagger no longer has his/her
summer· position in the New
York law firm . However, it is
unclear whether this is a conse
quence of Dagger informing
the future employer that the
resume had been less than true
or whetber the law firm found
out from a graR_e~i~W, of its
own.) In additiO!tJ :lpagger
drafted a letter ~~r,sl) to be
sent to the firms that had
received copies of the false
document to the effect that
his/her resume w.as less than
100% accurate. (According to
the same individual, Daggefs
letter was wri-tten. in such a
way that a reader might
suspect tllat the false informa
tion made its way onto the
resume without any intention
to reap whatever befefits
might ensue.)
I want to repeat that all the
above information comes by
· way of "corridor conversation"
and rumor; hence my use of
fictitious names. Dagger may
not have lied on his/her
resun'ie. In fact, we in the law
schooi community have no
way of knowing whether Dag
ger's resume contained any un
true information whatsoever.

-continued on page 7

President's Corner

Reagan Razes Student Aid
by Robin Romeo

Time again, for student lob
bying efforts against proposed
budget cuts in financial aid .
President Reagan has deci
ded to exclude Guaranteed
Student Loans in varying
percentages in the 1982-83 and
1983-84 budgets.
A huge number of law
students along with other
graduate and professional
students will be drastically af
fected. In Fall 1981 alone, the
students at UB Law School
took out nearly 3.5 million
dollars in guaranteed student
loans. The total for UB
graduate and professional •
students was close to 15
million dollars. Cutting these
funds would effectively limit
the ability of many students to
further their education. The
budget would eliminate ap
proximately 15% of the funds
in 1982-83 and 54% in 1983-84
and specifically a// loans to
professional (Law, Med, Dent)
and graduate students would
be eliminated in 1983.
Representative Jack F. Kemp
and Senator Alfonse D'Amato
have already made attempts to
oppose these changes. Senator
D'Amato, a member of the
Senate Appropriations Corn
m ittee has made it clear he
di~agrees with the cuts and in
addition introduced a suc
cessful amendment to the
committee of an additional 75
million dollafs to be added to
the Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant. He has
made these attempts in spite
of the fact that he is in general
agreement with President
Reagan's economic policy. An
influential member in the crea
tion of the President's
economic policy, Jack Kemp
has also made attempts to stop
the cuts.
It is vital to their interests
that students participate in the
fight against the cuts. Congress
must be made aware of our
concern and our interest in
preserving these funds. All SBA
directors are currently cir
culating petitions voicing our
dissent which I urge all to sign.
The SBA is also in contact with
SASU, the university wide stu
dent lobby group, Graduate
Student Association, and the
Graduate School.
Your . support, concern and
efforts are needed to effective
ly stop these eliminations. You
can write or telephone the
following to express your con
cern:
lhe Honorable Paul Simon,
U.S. House of Representatives,
227 Canon HOB, Washington,
D.C. 20515
The Honorable Robert T.
Stafford, U.S. Senate, Subcommittee on Education, Arts and
Humanities, 5219 Dirksen SOB,
Washington, D.C. 20510
The local
chanaes are:

telephone

Sen. Daniel Moynihan (716) 846--1097 •

Sen. Alfonse M . D'Amato (716) 846-4112
Rep. Jack F. Kemp .
(716) 846-4123
Rep . John. L. LaFalce (716) 846-4056
Rep . Henry J. Nowak (716) 853-4131
and contact your SBA director:

First Year Directors:
Tim Brock, Jan Davidoff, Irene
Hirata, Ron Osson, Jill Paper"
no, Robert Turkewitz
Second Year Directors:
Jeff Eisenberg, Sylvia Fordice,
,Joyce Funda, Julia Garver,
Carol Guck, Richard Wiebe
Third Year Directors:
William Altreuter, Thomas
Catalano, Mathew Modica,
Dale Morgulus, Sherwin Suss,
Paul d' Aloisio 1,9 ld um
•ci Ho rl1

Rosenfeld
Thanks All
To the Editor:
I'd

Ik
i e to express my
gratitude to all the students
and faculty who were concern
ed about my suspension and
. who found ways to try and
help. I remain very impressed
ex- with the way you came
throuah for me Thanks aaaln.
Sincerely,
1
•

Alan Rosenfeld

Rosenfeld Suggests Changes ·In Regulations
Editor's Note: Alan Rosenfeld
ws arrested and suspended
while acting as a legal observer
at the Squire Hall closing.
When the Opinion interviewed
Rosenfeld his suspension had
already been lifted but he had
yet to h~ve his day in court.

Rosenfeld: I've got a
Presidential Commission hear
ing this Saturday [March 13] at
noon.
Opinion: How does the
. Commission function?

and suspended protesting the
closing of Squire Hall.
I was there because when
students enga1e in political
protest ttiey have a right to
have non-participating legal
observers to be there to act as
potential witnesses.

Rosenfeld: It consists of 18
Opinion: Why were legal
individuals. Six are students,
six are faculty and six are ad observers necessary?
Opinion: Where do things ministrators. The school gives
Rosenfeld: In this instance,
stand - what's that state of the hearing to conform with
due process rights. The accu·s with the rumors of possible
your suspension?
ed can confrontfwitnesses, pre police provocation of violence
Rosenfeld: .At the moment sent evidence and call (in fact someone had come to
an earlier meeting advocating
I'm temporarily reinstated in witnesses of his own.
The catch is that the Presi . violence, and was pointed out
schodl'. Dt~·Sample removed
the t~iWp\'9il~rY suspe.nsion dent, in making the final deci as having been seen in police
against me and twenty eight sion on the matters before the uniform), and with the Univer
Commission can do whatever sity administration irrespon
others.
he wants regardless of the sibility acting in ways that
recommendations of the seemed also intent on provok
Opinion: I thought thirty
others hearing 'lhe case. Of ing a confrontation, when the
eight people were suspended?
course he can be more lenient University decided that they
as well as more severe in his didn't want witnesses, it
Rosenfeld: No. Thirty-two decision.
becilme all the more important
students were suspended and
that there be witnesses.
seven non-students were bar
Opinion: Have some hear
red from coming onto campus. ings already been held?
Opinion: How did you know
Twenty-nine of the thrity-two
the University didn't want
students requested hearings.
Rosenfeld: Yes. The prosecu witnesses?
The one student den1ed a tion asked for probation and
reinstatement was . Mark most got up to one year.
Rosenfeld: The University
Halpern, who was accused of
unfortunately made it clear
coming onto campus while the
Opinion: Do you expect to that it didn't want outside
temporary suspension was in get similar treatment?
witnesses by not making ar
effect.
rangement for witnesses to be
Rosenfeld: I'm not that wor present. It was the students,
Opinion: For what offense?
ried about the dispqsition of fully intent on acting in an ab
my own case. I'll be out of here solutely non-violent way who
Rosenfeld: While picketing in two months, and I'll still be wanted witnesses.
at Main and Bailey he stepped bringing a §1983 action. But I
onto campuS:-Security picked think a year's probation for
Opinion: And they con
him up. Witnesses say it was a
tacted you?
questionable arrest, for if he
stepped onto campus it was
Ros~nfeld: The organizers of
1
only by a matter o( feet - he
the rally called me and a·sked
and several others were
me to arrange legal observers .
picketing near the entrance to
the parking lot.
Opinion: .Why you?

by Earl R. Pfeffer

Opinion: What about the
criminal charges against you?
Rosenfeld: While I'm
reinstated in school, I still have
crminal charges facing me on
the trespass charge. I will be
arraigned on Wednesday,
March 17 at City Court.
I really expect the criminal
charges to be dismissed at
some point. They may offer me
adjournment ih contemplation
of dismissal, which I may ac
cept.
That's called an ACD. What
it means is that they adjourn
the proceedings for 6 months,
and if no trouble occurs during
that period, charges are
dismi1~e~.
ocurse if I get in
new trouble, I will face charges
on both offenses.

unnecesArily drew students into
a potentially violent scene.'

Opinion: Doesn't that put
limitations on your political
activities? Say, for example,
you choose to be a . legal
observer in a different context?

Rosenfeld: I knew what I
was walking into and I .knew
why I did what I did. In fact, I
knew why I had to do what I
did. But that doesn't justify the
University's carrying out its
threat to arrest and suspend.

Q!

Rosenfeld: I may not accept
the ACD because of the str
in1s. I may request an outri1ht
dismissal or else demand a Jury
trial . If all thirty-nine ask for
jury trials, the prosecutor will
probably want to join the
cases. But since the facts of my
case are distinct, I will ask for
my own trial.

'

'The Administn1tion

(Moran)

everyone else is much too
severe and is totally unaccep
table.
Opinion: Some students
have been critical of your ac
tions, saying that you acted ir
responsibly.

Opinion: You mean you
believe that the issue of
Squire's closing warranted
your actions?

Rosenfeld: I honestly felt
that the issue of Squire Hall
alone, and student's anaer and
frustration over the 1uttin1 of
their Union wa, not an Issue
Opinion: You said your worth takln1 the risks of arrest.
-reinstatement was temporary. However, I didn't aet arested _

Rosenfeld: I didn't want to
get arrested. As a matter of
fact I didn't even want to be
there. I would have been much
happier just going to the jazz
concert and being free to go
out with my friends later and
get drunk.
But someone had to do it.
And no one else would have
done it. Would you have done
it? I'd be really happy in the
future if someone else gets
called and takes the respon•

sibility.
Opinion: What was the legal
basis for the suspensions?
Rosenfeld: Procedure IV of
the University's Rules and
Regulations provides that the
President may suspend a stu
dent, pending a hearing, if he
believes that the continued
presence of. the student on
campus would constitute a
dan1er to people or property
or would pose an immediate
threat of disruptive in
terference with the normal
conduct of the school's ac
tivities and functions.
Opinion: So what is your
claim aaainst Dr. Ketter?
Roeenfeld: Dr. Ketter clearly
abused his power which was to
suspend danaerous students.
Or. Sample acknowle1ed that
none of them were danaerous
by reversln1 Ketter's decision.

These procedures exist as - a
way for the . University as a
communty to deal with
students who by their actions
pose a danger to the smooth
functioning of the community.
While some such regulations
are necessary, it seems to me
that several administration of
ficials and public safety of
ficers abused their authority
and by their actions posed a
clear and present danger

Suuests that 'all temp- ·
(Moran)
orary suspensions be approved
within 24 hours by student panel'

themselves to the safety of
students and property on cam
pus .
Opinion: Can the pro
cedures be 'changed to offer
students greater protection?
Rosenfeld: This points out a
pressing need to modify those
state-wide regulations under
which a President of a SUNY
school can suspend a student
without' a hearing.
I'd suggest ·a simple change
in those regulations to require
that all temporary suspensions
must be approved within
twenty-four hours by a three
student panel.
There is also a need for a
special student-faculty com-

mittee to determine if grounds
exist for a public hearing on
the behavior of any individuals
in the administration or public
safety. This committee should
have the same power as the
Presidential Commission to
recommend appropriate ac
tion.
Opinion: What type of
behavior needs to be in
vestigated?
Rosenfeld: Dr. Ketter abused
his authority by suspending
students in violation of the in
tent of the SUNY regulations .
Dr. Ketter and his assistant Ron
Stein intentionally provoked a
confrontation with students.
On the Thursday before the
arrests I personally asked Ron
Stein to delay the eviction of
Squire Hall tenants until early
Saturday. morning ·when there
would be less chance of
anyone being there who didn' t
intend to be there .
By refusing to change the
time of the eviction from Fri. day ,night, after a large UUAB
concert, the administration
risked large numbers of
students being drawn into a
potentially violent scene. It
was unnecessary.
One public safety officer.
who we hope to identify, push
ed a camera into a student's
face. Another officer was ab
solutely unnecessarily rough
and abusive during the pro
c es sing of the arrested
students.
Lee Griffin, the Director of
Public Safety, lied about my
behavior to Dean Headrick.
And apparently this inhibited
the Dean from actively in
tervening on my behalf.
These incidents deserve to
be investigated. We need to
determine what other abuses
of authority have occurred .
The University needs to be pro
tected from those individuals
and from 'that kind of behavior.

)
BAR EXAMS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to analyze complicated essays, con
fusedly combining several fields of law, and
writing coherent, logical and consistent answers
thereto, can make the crucial difference in pass
ing the Bar Exam. Why not get the feel of 16 very
difficult Bar Exam questions before the Feb. or Ju
ly, 1982 Bar Exams? Thousands of students, for
the past 40 years, have been convinced that the
approach - analysis - and style techniques and
methods they need at THE KASS PROBLEM
ANALYSIS CLINICS were essential to their suc
-cess on the Bar Exam.
Six successive Sundays, starting June 6, 1982,
from 1 to 4 p.m., at the N.Y. Sheraton Hotel, 56th
Street & 7th Avenue, N.Y.C.
Tuition: $125 - for taped Buffalo cllnlc, see UB
Agent: Aldric Rel

KASS PROBLEM
ANAL YSIS.. CLINIC
27 William St., N.Y.C.
10005 (212) 'WH3-2690
March 18, 1982
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Chemical Dumps: Ti.me Bomb on The Niagara Frontie~?
by Fr~nk Butterini
"The future ain't what it used to
be." - Arthur Clarke.
Question: Who kills ten
times more Americans every
year than die in automobile ac
cidents, yet hardly ever rates a
mention on "Eyewitness
News"?

Hints: He loves New York.
He does more business per
capita in this state than any
other except for New Jersey.
He loves New York State
women . He attacks more
women per capita in this state
than in any other.
One of his favorite hangouts
is Niagara Falls.
There · is a one in three
chance that he may strike you .
His name is cancer. Cancer
is the Black Plague of the
twentieth century. It is a
growth industry. Back in the
days of Justice Holmes it was a
relatively minor cause of death
after heart disease, accounting
for more than one-fifth of all
deaths. It now stands as the on
ly major killing disease whose
incidence is on the increase.
It is now widely ·accepted
that at least three-quarters of
human cancers are caused by
environmental factors . These
factors encompass a wide
range of influences, including
background and man-made
radiation, smoking, naturally
occuring plant, bacterial and
chemical carcinogens and in
dustrial chemicals that con
taminate the air, water, food,
consumer products and the
workplace.
A cursory glance at these
factors quickly leads to the
perception that many of these
cancer causing factors are man
made and ultimately humanly
controllable. Renato Dulbec
co, a Nobel Laureate in
medicine, pointed out the in-

herent irony of this situation.
When Dulbecco received the
Nobel Prize in 1975 for his
research on cancer, he remark
ed that "while we spend our
life asking questions abo·u t the
nature of cancer and how to
prevent it, we merrily produce
carcinogenic substances and
permeate the environment
with them . We do not seem
prepared to accept the
sacrifices required for the ef
fective prevention of cancer."
A few years ago, the Na
tional Cancer Institute com
pleted a twenty year examina
tion of overall cancer death
rates on a state and county
basis. Its findings clearly show
ed excess cancer rates for peo
ple living in industrialized
J

worst of an industry that is
fundamental to our way of life.
Almost every major chemical
manufacturer has a major
plant along the city's Buffalo
Avenue, a veritable Chemical
Row. The forces which con
stitute the most famous water
fall in the world also supply
the cheap electricity that has
attracted the industry. While
the waterfall is the image
readily brought to mind when
thinking of the area, the land
scape is in fact dominated by
the chemical industry.
The chemical industry is the
area's major employer. It is the
city's major taxpayer. The in
dustry cannot be dismissed as
a mere wage-payer.
The industry also exacts its

~'.""

Chemical companies along route to Niagara Falls

areas, particularly in the vicin
ity of chemical plants.
While some of the excess
cancers in males were figured
to be due to exposures within
the chemical plants, the excess
female cancers were thought
to be due primarily to the con
tamination of the community
air and water by carcinogens
originating from the plants
themselves, from l~akage from
chemical waste storage sites,
or from chemical dumping into
waterways.
Niagara County has the
highest cancer morality rate in
the state, and one of the
highest in the country. The
county also constitutes the
chemical industry Hall of
Fame. It houses the best and

pound of flesh. It contributes a
major share of the 468 million
gallons of waste water dumped
into the Niagara River each
day. Nationwide, the industry
produces ninety million
pounds of toxic chemical
wastes in need of storage; over
half of these wastes find their
way to Niagara County for
disposal. The cou!ltY is the
chemical wastebas.ket for
thirty-five states. There exists
over two hundred dumpsites
storing hazardous chemical
wastes in the county. Extreme
ly carcinogenic chemicals
have been found in the
- Niagara River and its basin,
Lake Ontario, for over a
decade. The chemicals have
been found in fish and
plantlife.

S.B.A. Appoints Paperno
by Tim Brock
While millions worldwide
feared that doomsday had ar
rived last Wednesday, the
ever-optimistic SBA elected
Jill "Che" Paperno to fill the
first year · director position
vacated by Cindy Niad.

Niad's resignation came
with fewer than forty-five
school days left in the
semester, thereby invoking the
SBA's constitutional provision
which allows the organization
to forego a general election
and decide internally who
shall fill the position.

(Spielberg)

bridge the gap between the

academic emphasis of law
school and the realities of
practice. This is accomplished
through numerous social and
professional activities which
we· sponsor throu1hout the
year. For the alumnus member
there is life after law school.
PAD encourqes continuing

..'
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legal education and promotes
a kind of fraternal friendship
that lasts well beyond gradua
tion.
Activities at the Alden
Chapter here at Buffalo Law
School include our famous
PAD Booksale held at the
beginning of each semester.
We also work closely with the
Red Cross to sponsor a Blood
mobile at the Law School
twice during the academic
year. A few weeks ago Alden
Chapter representatives travel
ed to the District Conclave in
Albany to meet with members
of other chapters in the North
east. This August our chapter
will be represented on the na
tional level when we send
delegates to the Fraternity"°
·convention in St. Louis.

March 1~ 1982

cy (EPA) reversed itself and
decided to allow dangerous Ii
quid wastes of the type that
caused the disaster at Love
Canal to again be buried at
landfills. The EPA explained
thait the change came in
response to industry com
plaints that the price of com
plying with recent regulations
was too high, and that such
methods as incineration of tox
ic wastes ,were too costly.
But Marvin Durning, a
former EPA attorney now in
private practice, noted that
burying chemic;als in landfills
will lead to serious problems.
"All the experienee1w have is
that drum·s leak. t !Jott\@f>• leak
quickly, some leak slowly. Bu.t .
drums disintegrate gradually
and they leak." · --. ~
This action comes am id
complaints that the Reagan
Administration is failing to im
plement the ~1.7 billion super
fund program intended to
clean-up the inumerable · toxic
wastes dump sites around the
country.
Introduced into the state
legislature in this current ses
sion is a bill that would create
a state superfund, to supple
ment what is seen as an inade
quate federal program. The bill
would require generators of
waste to pay into a fund an
amount of money comparable
to the amount of wastes they
generate. This would enable
the state to ensure that ade
quate facilities exist for the
dumping of wastes. However,
chances for its passage appear
slight.
Thus, while numerous scien
tists agree that cancer is large
ly attributable to environmen
ta I causes and can be
prevented, it appears that with
the current governmental
outlook it is unlikely that
much will be immediately ac- .
complished.

To Vacant Dir~ctorship
.J>--

Seven candidates were inter
viewed by an ad hoc commit
tee of first year directors
before the committee even
tually endorsed Paperno·. All
seven were queried about their
interests, experience, and prior
involvement in law school ac
tivities.

Policy Statement: P.A.D.
Phi Alpha Delta is an inter
national professional associa
tion of law students, law
teache,s, and members of the
Bench and Bar. Our purpose is
to form a bond of fraterna1
fellowship among memb~rs
and to promote integrity and
competence in the legal profession.
_
Phi Alpha Delta has over 165
active chapters located in 57
nations around the world. For
the law student PAD helps

In the mid 1970's the City of
Niagara · Falls constructed a
state-of-the-art waste water
treatment facility intended to
detoxify the chemical wastes it
received through the sewer
system before discharging the
water into the Niagara River.
Late last year a study brought
to light the fact that the plant's
carbon beds, which were in
tended to remove organic
chemicals from the waste
water before discharging into
the river, had been out of corn
mission for two years.
• Industries are permitted to
dump their less hazardous
wastes directly into local
waterways. But their more
hazardous wastes, those which
go beyond "safe levels" must
be directed to the municipal
treatment facility for a final
detoxifying treatment before
discharge into the river.
- Carbon beds are intended to
1
•
. Is.
remove
organic
c hem,ca
This class of chemicals which
contains such materials as
chlorine and hydrogen, rarely,
if ever, are found in nature.
Many are non-degradeable and
persist in the environment and
in the body. They are able to
accumulate and concentrate
in the food chain. As a group,
organic chemicals contain a
disproportionately high
number of carcinogens.
City officials contend that
the failure of the carbon beds
does not constitute a hazard in
itself, but would constitute a
danger if other locales were
not adequately monitoring
discharge in their areas. Un
for u n ate Iy, often one
municipality doesn't know
what his neighbor is or isn't do
ing. Meanwhile, these officials
don't expect the carbon beds
to be repaired until June of
1984.
Late last month, the En
vironmental Protection Agen-

Locally, our most recent
social success was the Second
Annual Mardi Gras beer-and
wings party at the Pierce Ar- .
row. We also present several
"First Floor" kegs throughout
the academic • year. An initia
tion once per semester
welcomes new members
ceremoniously and is followed
by a traditional Initiation Din
ner. In the crystal ball we
forsee long-range plans to co
sponsor a seminar with alumni
and members of the local bar.
Don't miss our JELLYBEAN
CONTEST at Eastertimel

"It was a very tough deci
sion," according to Ron Osson,
the first year director who
organized the search. "We had
seven highly qualified, highly
motivated peopfe to choose
from . Although the committee
was unanimous. in its support
for Jill, we felt favorably
toward each of the other can
didates."
"In the end we chose the in
dvidual we felt would be the
most ·active and vocal
representative of a broad
range of student interests. Per
sonally I liked her choice of
cigars. I'm hoping to bum a
few off her during meetings."
Aside from her promise to
provide occasional comic
relief, Paperno is reluctant to
speculate about what she will
do with her position.
It's too early "tor that," said
Paperno. "I don't want to bore
people with the standard
rhetoric. Of course, I want to
get people involved, but I
think the real problem here is

Election of officers and in keeping people informed."
itiation are coming up soon.
"Developing better methods
New Members. are always of communication within this
welcome. Visit us at our office law school is essential. I also
in 506 O'Brian for all the think there should be more law
details.
s~dent involvement in the

ongoing debate about
Reagan's foreign and domestic
policies."
When asked about the pro
mises she made to some
members of the ad hoc com-

N- fifst year director

(Moran)

Jill Paperno PCllina 'inc:oanito'

mittee about shavin1 her un
wieldy beard, wearing attire
other than her usual khakis,
and cutting back on the
number of smelly Havana
cigars she smokes during
political meetings, Paperno
responded: t'Never trust a
communist."
. SBA President Robin Romeo
said she was pleased with the
selection of Papemo and also
with the strona showln11 of in
terest in the SBA.
"I hope [the ·seven ap
-contlnued on page 8

N. Y. Embraces Exposure Rule In Asbestos Cases
Editor's Note: This concludes
our series on asbestos, its link
to disease and the right to
recovery of individuals injured
from asbestos exposure.
'

by Alexander Plache
While the previous install
ment of this article showed the
fairness and justice of the
discovery rule, there are courts
which do not recognize it in all
cases. Certainly the most sur
prising of these jurisdictions is
New York. In the recent case of

which specifically extends the
statute in actions for personal
injuries arising out of exposure
to the highly carcinogenic
defoliant used during the Viet
nam war .
.(The court in Steinhardt bas
ed its decision upon the case
of Schmidt v .. Merchants
Dispatch Transp. Co., 270 NY
287, the -cases that follow the
Schmidt Rule, Schwartz v.
Heyden Newport Chemical
Corp., 12NY2d 212, and Thor
ton v. Roosevelt Hospital, 47

NY2d 780, and upon its belief

Stein.hardt v. Johns-Manville that the change in the law
Corp..J ~Rt i35, _NY_, decid which was urged upon the

ed O~\qp.11rs,?,~.1981, the Court
of Ap~~s , specifically re
jected the discovery rule in
cases where the plaintiff
alleges a cause of action for a
latent disease. In so doing the
high court held that the "c;ause
of action accrued at the time
of invasion of decedent's
body, and not at the time the
condition became apparent."
In so holding, the court effec
tively barred the victims of
asbestos related disease and
other latent diseases from
recovering damages against
the manufacturer of the
substance which caused his in
jury. It is noteworthy that ex
ceptions designed to mitigate
the harshness of the exposure
rule do exist in New York. Two
exceptions
have been
legislatively codified jn §214
of the CPLR. These exceptions
are the foreign object rule ap
plicable to medical malprac
tice actions where a foreign
object is left inside a patient
by a physician or nurse, and
the agent orange exception

court by the plaintiff was one
that should be left to the
legislature. In the Schmidt case
the plaintiff contracted
pneumoconiosis as a result of
inhaling dust which has
negligently,_accumulated in the
air during the course of - his
employment. The court in
Schmidt held that, "the injury
occurs when there is a
wrongful invasion of personal
or property rights and then the
cause of action accrues ...
The statutory period of limita
tions begins to run from the
~ime when _liability· for wrong
has arisen even though the in
jured party may be ignorant of
the existence of the wrong or
injury." 270 N.Y. 287 at 300.
The Court of Appeals affirm
ed that the principle announc
ed in Schmidt that- the statute
of ,limitations in a negligence
action begins to run at the time
of exposure to a deleterious
substance in Schwartz v.
He.ydep Newport . Chemical
Corp., 12 N.Y. 2d 121 . In
Schwartz the plaintiff brought

suit for the loss of an eye from sustained during the time
Judge Fuchsberg wrote bit
cancer which he alleged was allowed by the 3-year tort ter dissenting opinions in both
caused by an injection of _a statute of limitations ap Steinhardt and Thorton stress
drug manufactured by the plicable to the case. Had the ing that their results were un
defendant chemical comapny. plaintiff brought his action just in tl:iat they barred the
The Court held the action was within the prescribed period, plaintiff from asserting an ac
barred because not initiated but prior to the date on which tion before it arose. In his dis
within three years of the injec the disease manifested itself, sent ,in Thorton Judge
tion even though the plaintiff's the actipn would have been Fuchsberg wrote that the
cancer was not discovered un subject to dismissal for failure precendent created by
to show an actual injury. ·
til years later.
Schmidt and Schwartz are not
In Thorton · v. Roosevelt
It is interesting to note how insuperable obstatcles and
Hospital, 47 N.Y. 2d 780, decid the lower court in Steinhardt should be overruled. "It is no
ed in 1979, New York's high attempted to ·circumvent the impermissible slight to the rule
court again reaffirmed its re harsh rule of Schmidt by of precedent to remember
jection of the discovery rule. distinguishing an action found that, as with decisional law
In Thorton the plaintiff alleged ed in negligence from one generally, what is judge-made
that a thorium dioxide btought in strict liability in can be and, in appropriate
substa.n ce injected into the tort. (McKee v. Johns-Manville, cases, should be judge
decedent's body resulted in 94 Misc 2d 327) Judge Kuszyn unmade . Stare decisis is a
the onset of cancer. The court ski of the Erie County Supreme malleable rule, not one bound
expressly held that "the cause Court held that while the cause by hands of steel," 47 N.Y. 2d
of action accrued at the time of action brought in at 784.
There is no doubt that the •·
of invasion of decedent's body . negligence was subject to the
and not at the time the dece Schmidt rule, that brought result in Steinhardt is extremedent's cancerous condition under a theory of strict liability ly unfair to plaintiffs who suf
became apparent," 47 N.Y. 2d in ·tort was not. In an action fer from an asbestos related
at 781 . The court further stated sounding in strict products disease. The fairness and equithat any change in the rule liability, the statute of limita ty of a qianifestation or
should be made by the tions runs from the time of discovery ru.le mandate that
diagnosis unless the defendant such a rule be adopted by
legislature.
In Steinhardt the court can show that the plaintiff every state. The injustice
overlooked the 'tact that since should have, in 'the exercise of which results to plaintiffs who
diligence, are barred from court before
the time when Schmidt was reasonable
decided the New York discovered earlier the nature their cause of action accrues
legislature expressly adopted and cause of the disease. The more than justifies the burden
discovery rulef in situations Appellate Division rejected which the discovery rule would
where an exposure rule would Judge Kuszynski's differentia place upon defendants to such
be unjust. The court also ig tion between the two causes of actions . Unless the court
nored the trend toward some action and held that the three reverses itself soon or unless
form of discovery rule in such year tort statute of limitations the legislature immediately
cases in jurisdictions outside was applicable to both and adds a provision governing
of New York. Finally the court that it began to run at the time_ such situations, most of the ac
failed to discuss the inequity of initial exposure. to the · tions now pending will be sub
of the result it reached in lrght asbestos (Steinhardt v. Johns ject to motions to dismiss for
of the fact that there was no Manville Corp. 78 A.D. 2d 577). not being brought within the
possible w.ay in which the ac The Court of Appeals then af prescribed statutory period.
tion brought by the plaintiff firmed the decision of the Ap The Steinhardt result is truly a
travesty of justice.
could have been initiated and pellate Division.

Gambling with the New York Bar
Exam can be hazardous to your
career.
We regret that we don't offer lot
teries, freebies or rabbits' feet .
..:.

What we do offer is the overwhelm
ingly most popular and·successful
bar review-course in successful in
New Yo-rk and· the country.
There must be a reason why.
.

'

BAR/BRI
The Review Course Takefl by More People Studying For the N.Y. Bar than ALL Others Combined.
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Life In.Nicaragua Found To Be Greatly lmprOved
by Anne Meisenzahl
Chilled as one is in
Rochester by biting winter
winds, it is difficult to imagine
the blazing sun and fertile
gre.~ nness
of
distant
Nicaragua. Its rolling shores
rest on two oceans; its land is
rich with. coffee, sugar, cotton,
corn. But its climate and
geography are only some of
the factors that make this
small Central American coun
try worthy of note.
Nicaragua is currently cap
turing much of the attention of
the U.S. media. Preoccupied
... 1 with the military help
Nicaragua has received from
Cuba and the Soviet Union,
news reports ignore the deeper
realities of post-revolutionary
life in this country. What has
the Sandinista victory meant

for the daily lives of the
Nicaraguan people? What are
their needs and are they being
met?
The 2.5 million inhabitants
of this lovely land have recent
ly emerged from decades of
hardship. Six thousand of
Managua's city blocks were
laid flat nine years ago by an
earthquake sti,11 terrifyingly
vivid in the memories of the
survivors; during the reign of
former President Somoza, .no
attempt was made to rebuild
the destroyed capital. Every
one of Nicaragua's cities car
ries the scars and rubble of a
long and bitter civil war. The
people have been miserable
under the yoke of the Somoza
family for 40 years and only
now· are beginning to unloosen
the grip of poverty.
One of the most obvious

Analysis

signs that change has taken the Virgin Mary - full of schools, preschools and day
place as a result of the revolu fireworks and children's care cent'ers have been built.
tion is the absence of fear. musical voices - without anx The enrollment of preschool
aged chil_d ren alone has
Remembering a painful period iety or fear.
The material lives of these jumped from 900 to 27,000.
of their recent history,
This brief listing of a few
Nicaraguans,, are quick to tell Central American people have
of their many frightening en greatly changed as well. The post-revolutionary successes is
counters with the Somoza Na oft-quoted truism that this has not meant to suggest that all in
tional Guard, of the terror that been a "revolution for the Nicaragua is brightness. The S2
was a part of daily life; buses poor" is exemplified in the far billion in war losses ·and
and taxis were frequently stop reaching improvements in damages and S1 .6 billion ·1n
ped by the government's army, public health since the new foreign debts that the San
passengers forced out and in• government came to power in dinista s inherited from
Somoza are a serious·impedidiscriminately shot. People .1979.
Probably ttie most awesome .ment to rapid economic pro- '
were often threatened, beaten
and imprisoned without cause. of the Sandinista's ac gress. The government! . strug
Today, two-and-a-half years complishments is the interna• gles with the complications of
later, there is a sense of calm, tionally recognized "Great a mixed economy - part of its
of
freedom .
Often Crusade of Literacy." Prior to agriculture and industry
Nicaraguans express gladness this campaign, over 50 percent nationally-run, part in the
that they can finally celebrate of the population did not have hands of the conservative
Christmas and New Year's in the basic skills necessary to private sector. Counter
peace; they can enjoy read a newspaper or complete revolution, internally, on the
"Purisma," a typically a simple business transaction Honduran border, and from
Nicaraguan holiday in honor of without the fear of being abroad, is a daily threat.
It has been difficult to read
cheated; in many of the rural
areas, 80 percent of the the truth about this unique na
tion between the lines of repor
population was illiterate.
Beginning in March of 1980, ting in the U.S. press. This truth
200,000 volunteers - primari cannot be found in the bias of
anti-communism and anti
ly high school aged youth traveled by truck, boat, revolution that so often colors
horseback and foot into the our informatiog. Only in a
Finally there is not even a
mountains. For five months careful examination of the real
functioning seat of govern
they taught people to read, lives of the Nicaraguan people
ment in the North, as political
and the illiteracy rate was of can it be uncovered.
control is exercised directly by
ficially dropped to 12 percent.
Great Britain. The result is that
One month after victory, the (Anne Meisenzahl, formerly the
governmental decisions that
Department of Preschool coordinator of the Simple Gifts
gretly affect the lives of both
Education was formed. Prior to Child Care Program and staff
Protestants and Catholics in
this time, only families who person of the Western · NY
the North are made by neither.
could afford privately-run Peace Center, spent last
The struggle in Northern
1
schools could place their December in Nicaragua to
Ireland is usually depicted as a
children in such programs; learn effects of the revolution
religiqus war. But, as in many
since then, hundreds of new first hand.)
other parts of the world, a per
son's religion may merely be Viewpoint
the easiest way of identifying
him or her. Often it also stands
for thei r'economic and social
position.
If Northern Ireland's severe
by Joe Galvar,o
students after the Con/Torts
economic and social problems
final, there were several recurwere addressed, there would
Frankenstein's monster was ring complaints about the
be little kindling for the
religious fires. The process of created by a mad scientist in course. Everyone agreed that
reunification will begin when Transylvania. Here at U.B. Law the schedule created pro
both Protestants and Catholics School a pair of mad scientists blems, as having the exam in
realize that the potential of have pooled their resources to February meant that other
.Northern Ireland can only be create an even more appalling courses had · to suffer .
realized by cooperation and creature - a Con/Torts!, a hor- Moreover, prior to the
not by continued political and rible combination of two first• December finals, few people
year nightmares, contracts and had kept up with Con/Torts.
military stalemate.
There were many students
The first step in this process torts. Professors Schlegel! and ·
is for Great Britain to relin· Janet Lindgren have succeed- who were very uncomfortable
quish political control over ed ih convincing the ad- .with Lindgren and Schlegel's
Ulster. Other former colonies ministration of the law school • non-doctrinal approaches .
of Great Britain have been that the two c<>urses, once "When is Schlegel going to ·
able to settle internal · pro thought of as distinctly dif- teach us some contracts?" was
blems and implement self-rule ferer'lt, are practically iden- always answered "Never!" by
and so can Ireland. tical. With this idea in mind the professo
legel
Economic
and
social they mutually developed the believes that doc
~1', hould
equilibrium in the North will new course to experiment on a be seen as a "give,,.- with
not be struck easily, but a group of white mice disguised which to work, and should
beginning can be postponed as first-year law students. The never be thought of as the
no longer.
author, alas, was one of the answer.
The cause of Ireland has mice.
I ·asked both Schlegel and
For the first month of the Lindgren whether they thought
always been a lively topic of
conversation, and has had fall semester, needless to say, I that the experiment was a sue
broad support among the peo- was hopelessly lost in a new cess, and came away with
pie of Buffalo. The upcoming world of legal jargon. I essentially identical answers
trials will give this cause a couldn't tell torts from Katz's from both of them. They would
more local and personal triangles in Constitutional Law. like to teach the courses
character . Just as the luckily things pulled together together a1ain and feel that
resurgence of the Republican for me by December, except they have both learned from
movement in Ireland during for Con/Torts. Panic be1an to the experience of workin1
the 1960's produced an set in by January ,when I reallz- to1ether.
awakening amon1 Irish . ed that I had an exam in a
Schleael's response to the
. Americans, so too these trials month. Finally, in the be1inn- question
was
typical
can be expected to leave an in in1 of February, thin1s fell Into "Schleaelese".• . "I'm not sure
delible mark on the people of place.
if it was a success but I'd do it
Western New York.
When I spoke to other
-cont/nwd on f1t1111 7

Irish Conflict Hits Buffalo
by Michael Reilly

I•

This year Buffalo's Irish
community had something
new to think about as they
paraded down Delaware
Avenue and lifted their glasses
of green beer. That "something
new" to ponder over was the
fact that nine lrish men and
women were arrested since
January 21, 1982 attempting to
enter the United States.
On January 21, Owen Car
ron, who is a member of the
House of Commons for Nor-; them Ireland, and David Mor
rison, who is editor of the
Repµb/ican News in Dublin,
were arrested for possession of
fraudulant papers . Carron and
Morrison were on their way to
speak at a meeting of the Irish
Northern Aid in New York City
that evening. Both had applied
for visas and been denied them
by the United States Govern
ment.
On Friday February 6, 1982
Desmond Ellis and Edward
Howell were arrested at the
Whirlpool Bridge in Niagara
Falls and accused of presen
ting false information when at
tempting to enter the United
States. Since then the U.S.
Government has offered
documentation which links
both Ellis and Howell with the
assassination of Lord Montbat
ten on August 27, 1979. Ellis is
also wanted for skipping bail
on an explosives charge in
Dublin.
Ellis is presently in the New
-, York City Federal Jail and has
sought political asylum. Bail
has been posted tor · Howell,
Carron and Morrison by sym
pathetic local families.
Although Carron and Mor
rison were not able to attend
•• the meetin1 in New York City it
now appears that they will
have the opportunity to bring
the "Republican" messqe to
Buffalo instead as a result of
their trials here.

elaborate in a public forum the
common program of the
various political organizations
striving to end 800 years of colonial rule of Northern Ireland
by the English.
These trials will focus atten·
tion on the warfare that has
plagued Ireland during this
lengthy
period .
The
Republican movement stands
for the proposition that "an
Ireland unfree can never be at
peace."
To achieve this peace the
Republicans propose the
withdrawal of British troops
from Ulster (the six northern·
most counties in Ireland) and
the initiation of a process to
reunite Ulster with the
Republic of Ireland (the 26
counties in the south).
Under the existing system in
Ulster the Protestants are better off than the Catholics.
However, the Republicans
maintain that the real benefits
of this system go to the industrialists in Great Britain and
are at the expense of both the
Catholics and Protestants in
the North.
For example, in Belfast's
shipbuilding yards , which
make up one of Ulster's largest
industries, the . traditional
employment practice has been
to hire the Protestant workers
and exclude most of the
Catholic workers. The result is
a system in which the Protestant workers who are
employed can afford to live in
better housing and send their
children to the superior
schools.
The Catholics, because of
their decresed earning power,
are forced to acept housing
and schools that are inferor.
As fighting ·has intensified,
the Catholic population has
been forced to increasingly
concentrate itself into
nei1hborhoods as a safety
precaution. Most of their
nei1hborhoods are. also the

They will have a chance to most undesirable.
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.Cont.arts Questioned

A Lesson In Leg·al Et-hies_•

-cont/nupl from page 2

• •

l'he · members of the Law it into the ranks of the "most out to mean flimsy principles,
Review and Moot Court Board worthy") and an established ,compromise, behind the
may not have run scared from member of the school's faculty ' scenes "deals," and ambiguity
the threats of Oxforia, Pro- decide·
that
official that smacks of cowardice and
fessor Bojangles may not have dis_ciplir;iary act.ion is inap hyprocris,y - an "ethics"
urged the student organiza- propriate. Predictably (predic seemingly without any
tions to forget the entire issue, table,
but · nonethless understal)ding or concern for
The entire event may be outrageoLrS) a deal is made, an right and wrong, good or bad,
nothing but vicious gossip and agreement reached . The fair or unfair. How will the
rumors, unfairly maligning the author of lies is not removed 'lgood name of the school be
real names of Dagger, Bo- from school; s/he receives no preserved" (a likely explana
jangles, and· the two student "F", no letter in his/her file, no tion for why the issue was
run organizations. Another ,suspension as might those who dropped) by burying reprehen
possibility: the facts may be are cayght cheating on an ex sible activity? Would the
correct, but the explanations am (perhaps a lenient penalty school's name not be better
far different from .those cir- for cheating on an exam); s/he served by taking steps to pre
culating around school.
is not tried and convicted as vent the sorts of activities that
A•lesson,in legal "ethics."
would likely.be the case if, in- went on: "UB Law School - its
Someo.na,Jalsifies a docu- stead of a resume, s/he were faculty and students' ment d!latris understood as a the author of a forged check; believes in the principles
representation of that person's no mention of the nature of about which it speaks, believes
qualifications and char~cter: a his/her behavior appears on enough to do something about
document intended to result in his/her official records (or so the transgression of those prin
the employment of its author say the rumors). In.stead, s/he ciples."
(the winner) at the expense of agrees not to carry out his/her
But why am I writing this{
less fortunate authors of threat to take legal action if Why would I want to risk hur
similar documents (the losers). denied an opportunity to com ting a person I know almost
Quite by accident, the pete for a position on one of nothing about? If anyone
falsehoods are . discovered. those ''prestigious" boards ought to be reprimanded it
Those who make the discovery ' (and perhaps agrees to inform ought to be the FSRB or
express outrage and set out to recipients of the document of perhaps the student organiza
take "appropriate" (institu- lies that "errors were made" tions that we are told mean so
· tionally appropriate) action. when the document was much, not this individual who
The author, however, far from drafted).
may simply have done
contrite, takes the "lawyerly
Legal "ethics" in a nutshell. something that many of his/her
posture" - s/he purchases the
We hear about the legal pro- fellow students do all the time.
services of an attorney, an ex- fession's horrible public image Ordinarily, law school gossip
tremely competent attorney, and the need for tr'aining in goes in one ear and out the
to "protect" his/her "rights." legal "ethics." The · require other. Much of it is silly, trivial,
For one reason or another ment that we take a course in or ridiculous. lhis situation
(perhaps the school's reputa- "ethics" is all but shoved down strikes · me as anything but
tion, perhaps the student's so- our throats by the ABA and the trivial. The potential for real
called career - a career that law school. We take the course damage as· a result of rumors
does not yet exist) ·the and learn our "ethics." But or coverups ought not be to be
"prestigious'' bo~rds of "ethics" immediately preced ignored .
What of D. Dagger, the sup
students (those of "us" prefer- ed by the word "legal" means
red by our already established something other.than ethics;. In pds.ed author of tti'e resume.
predecessors when it comes to this concerned institution (and Right now s/he is simply the
job offers, opportunities, likely other institutions, equal subject of "corridor truths."
money, and a chance to make ly concerned) "ethics" turns No one knows the specifics of

the episode, the pressures or
reasons Dagger might have
done such a thing. In fact, no
one knows whether or not the
event transpired. ~at cir
culates· are rumors, , innu~ndo,
criticism, perhaps all of which
are untrue.
If no such event ever oc
cured, some public statement
ought to be made so that the
reputations of the involved in
dividuals and institutions no
longer suffer. If the event did
take place, we all ought to be
informe~; what was done, why
has there been no official
public action taken, why are ·
situations such as these "hush
ed," what can be done to
lessen the likelihood that so
meone feels the need to injure
him/herself and the rest of us
in the future. If the appropriate
faculty members and students
are unwilling or inadequately
prepared to deal openly and

Contorts .

with a situation
which, in one way or another,
affects all of us, then the
mechanisms bv.. which such
situations are processed must
be recognized-- as inadequate and other avenues of "solu
tion" or "prevention" ought to
be explored.
What sort of "ethics" can we
imagine that would foster (in
fact create) a situation that
presents either of two
possibilities: an innocent in
dividual is unfairly maligned or
a person who has committed
an outrageous offense against
his/her peers is not required to
account for. his/her actions.
The profession's monoton
ous response to exogenous
demands for regulation comes
to mind: "The profession,,
polices itself!" . ..ridiculous.

effectively

David Bryan Schwartz
-continued from page 6

again."
Professor Lindgren agreed
that the schedule caused some
unforeseen problems. At the
time when she felt that the
class was gathering momen
tum, the students stopped
preparing for class when con
fronted by the December ex
ams. After the winter recess, it
was difficult to regain any
momentum as there was an ex
am scheduled only a month
later.
Professor Schlegel felt that
he and Professor Lindgren
were unsuccessful in their at
tempt to pull students away
from their notion of looking at
contracts and torts as separate

entities rather than viewing the
two as one. He attributed this
as partially due to the embedd
ed notions which the students
bring with them to law school.
He feels that it would take
from 12 to 18 months to put
these notions to rest.
The·schedule for next year's
first year class is not yet cer
tain, but as of March 8 accor
ding to Schlegel, contracts and
torts will be taught for six
hours a week during the fall
semester, although not
neces·sarily in -the Con/Torts
mode. However, there will be a
twist - Lindgren will teach
contracts and Schlegel will
teach torts .

-

Spirits. Were High
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A New Game Called 'Stallball' Is Cheating Fans
by Steve <ietzoff
The regular college bastketball season has concluded and
48 chosen elite now attempt to
make their way to New
Orleans, to be classified as one
of the "final four." Since by
the time this article is published, most of my picks will have
been eliminated, I will forego
such predictions and instead
focus on one matter that is, or
should be, of grave concern to
college basketball . The matter,
as anyone who. suffered
through the ACC championship game last week could tell
you, is the age-old, but newly
popularized game known as
"stallball." The art which has
been perfected by the ACC.
has been employed by teams
,, , protecting slim leads with as
much as ten or fifteen minutes
in the game. The result is that
the fans (and players for that
matter) are being cheated out
of at least a quarter of a game
of basketball, whereas in the
NBA one would cherish the opportunity to see a game ·go
down to the wire. In college
basketball, all that would
mean is the team with the lead
and/ or ball with five minutes
left waiting for the last shot.
Until Minnesota bored Iowa into defeat a few weeks ago, I
never thought I would sleep
through double overtime in a,
basketball game.
In order to put this
phenom!!non in perspective, I
suggest that you imagine a
championship fight of the
Leonard-Hearns variety, wbere
the fighter ahead on the cards
after 10 rounds refused to
engage in further combat so as

to preserve his slim margin. to Quebec for Frycer, one of
Not only would the spectators Quebec's endless supply of
uproariously complain about Czechs . Pittsburgh obtained
not getting their money's the well traveled Cary Ed
worth, but the referee is em wards, who defeated the
powered to insist that the par Rangers in his first game in
ties that are in the ring to fight goal, leaving Buffalo and
do exactly that, and may Quebec as the only remaining
penalize one who fails to do teams with an unhealthy
so.
dependence on a single
While the shot clock 1 goaltender.
The most dramatic move
represents the only hope for
the enternal salvation of col last week, however, was the fir
lege hoops, its adoption may ing of St.. Louis' coach (and last
take a few years, which is a few year's coach of the year) Red
more than the game can afford Berenson . His replacement
to wait. In the meantime, the (and old-time .Ranger fans will
NCAA should probably adopt love this one) is current CM
a procedure similar to boxing, EmileJrancis. Their first outing
and allow the referee to warn, under the new leadership,
and eventually penalize (either however, was against the
by turnover or technical foul) a Islanders. One needn't call
team that blatantly refuses to Sportsphone to find out the
play the game of basketball for result of that match. The play
extended periods of time. of the Islanders is so awesome
Otherwise, in a few years, and so consistent that a team
there will be no one but retired that takes even one or two
playoff games from them
coaches in the stands.
•
•
•
should receive a trophy of
Althought the weather may their own.
•
•
•
indicate otherwise, April, and
the NHL playoffs are only a
The Yankees began the1982
few weeks away, which means preseason much in the way
that Grat Trans grades should they finished last October, losbe up in a month or two. The . ing 1-0 to the Atlanta Braves. It
NHL trading recently passed, is a bit early to despair in light
seeing St. Louis making several of the collection of talent they
changes in an effort to gain an possess this year. With Griffey,
edge on Winnipeg, their even Collins, Randolph, Milbourne,
tual first round opponent. Brown and Mumphrey, the
Hanlon,
an
excellent Yanks are easily the fastest
goaltender from Vancouver team in the league. If they do ·
was obtained to assist heavily not lead the league in stolen
overworked Mike Liut. Guy La bases this season, Bob Lemon
pointe joined the Blues in ex and George Steinbrenner
change for that ever present should undergo some serious
trade bait, future considera personality disorder tests .
tions. Toronto, for no apparent
On the other side of the river
reason, since the team is going is a team who has shown that it
nowhere, traded Wilff Paiment is not afraid to run, only now

they have a little power to
back it up. George Foster gives
the Mets an overstaffed out
field, and one player (probably
Mazilli) will be dispensed with
in arr effort to bolster the pit
ching staff. All the Mets have
to do is finish in fourth and
they will be selling out regular
ly, and if Neil Allen can pitch
as well a starter as he did in
relief they may just do even
better than that.

•

•

•

One phenomenon even
more distrubing than the
aforementioned stallball in the
NCAA is the consist refusal by
NHL referees to call the final
15 minutes of a game,the same
way as they call the remainder.
Hockey has got to be the only
sport in existence where of
ficials lack the fortitude -to
make the critical calls in the
final minutes, adopting a "see
no evil" posture.
An informative comparison

can be drawn between this in- •
competence and the of
ficiating in NBA and NASL con
tests. Last week Portland, play
ing at home, and needing a vic
tory in order t:o make the
playoffs, led by one point.
With no time left on the clock
Cleveland was awarded two
fou~ shots and won the gam~.
Similarly, in a recently indoor
soccer playoff contest rn Mon
treal, Les Manic (as the Mon
treal team is' called) led by a
go~I. With fifteen seconds re
maining in the game Tampa
Bay was awarded a penalty
kick on a marginal infraction in
the penalty area. In addition,
two Montreal players were
given penalties for expressing
their views on · the call. The
result was an easy Tampa Bay
victory in overtime.
After viewing such calls, I
fail to see any justification for
hockey referees ignoring most
penalties in the final minutes
of a closely fought contest.

New 'Director
-continued from page 4
plicants] are evidence of grow
ing support for. th~ SBA,"
Romeo remarked . "I hope they
eventually find . their nitch
somewhere in the organiza
tion."
"As for Jill," she continued,
"I think she'll work out fine,
although personally I was hop
ing for a milita.nt, man-hating,
feminist."
SBA Vice-President Joe
McBride had a slightly different perspective. "The beard
and the cigars have gotta go.
They will absolutely ruin the

SBA's reputation as a
prestigious deliberative body.
The khakis don't do much for
Jill either."
"I also think there's a sleazy
side to this whole election,"
McBride continue.d . "I think
it's more thah coincidental
that she was elected on the
day the world was supposed to
end. It's my belief that the en
tire 'Jupiter Effect' was merely
a communist plot to divert our
attention from this election. In
deed, this is just one more ex
ample of the growing Cuban
involvement in SBA affairs."
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COMM-E NTARY
By Earl Pfeffer
Daniel Ellsberg's talk in Buffalo this
evening will recall for many his efforts in
exposing the top secret historical and policy
statement on the Vietnam War: The Pentagon
Papers.
This will be especially timely in light
of the growing United States presence in El
Salvador as well as the Administration's
attribution of the conflict there to foreign
coumuninst intervention, and our govermnent's
assertions that it is fighting to preserve a
democratic future for El Salvador.
There is a ring of similarity between
the Administration's analysis of the crisis
in Central America and the justifications
that were given for our involvement in Viet
nam.
A man greatly responsible for the present
understanding of our country's role in Viet
nam is Daniel Ellsberg. His release of the
Pentagon Papers and his subsequent participa
tion in the anti-war movement did much to
reveal the illegality and inmorality of the
American presence in Indochina.
The Pentagon Papers illustrated how
American policy makers ignored the advice of
the intelligence community which was _gatheri~g
and supplying the government with information.
The"Papers"carried intelligence reports
of 1961 which informed the govermnent that
80-90% of all Viet Cong personnel were re
cruited locally, and that there .was little
evidence of Viet Cong dependence on external
supplies.
The "Papers"further acknowledged that the
struggle was primarily "nationalistic" and
"anti-colonial" rather than part of a Russian
or Chinese plan.
The Pentagon Papers provided documentation
that U.S. policy makers were advised that
the war might not be winnable and that the
"domino theory" which predicted that a success
ful revolution in Vietnam would be followed
by insurgency elsewhere was not totally accurate.
Yet the American people were told a differ
ent story.
Perhaps State Department releases on Cen
tral America should be questioned in light of
what we know about information we were given
about our involvement in Vietnam.
From 1971 to 1974 Daniel Ellsberg actively
campaigned against the Vietnam' War. Today he
comes to UB to talk about a different problem-
Nuclear Proliferation.
Although the subject matter of Ellsberg's
cause has changed, his message remains much the
same: the information given by the u.s. Govern
ment to its people as reasons for its defense
and foreigt! policies are not the whole story.
Very often such information amounts to
outright deception.

March 17, I 982

ELLSBERG SPE4ES

On Wednesday (TODAY) March 17, well
known author and anti-nuclear activist Daniel
Ellsberg will speak on "NUCLF.AR WF.APONS AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW" at the U.B. Law School's
Moot Court Room, O'Brien Hall on -the Amherst
Campus. The · lecture begins at 7:00 p.m. and
is free to the public.
An honors graduate of Harvard, Daniel
Ellsberg began his career at the Rand Corpo
ration, the West Coast "Think Tank~' as a
strategic arms specialist before joining the
Pentagon in 1964, where he worked on nuclear
command and control systems. As one of De
fense Secretary McNamara's "whiz kids~ Ells
berg helped fonnulate and lobby Congress on
behalf of the Johnson Administration's "paci
fication program" in Vietnam.
After he toured Vietnam as a member of
General Lansdale's Senior Liaison Group,
Ellsberg helped compile a secret study of
American-Vietnamese relations from 1945 to
1967.
This forty-three volume study--now known
as the Pentagon Papers--disclosed that White
House policy in Vietnam was heavily influ
enced by misleading and fabricated military
reports.
After he unsuccessfully urged the Sen
ate Foreign Relatioµs Committee to take action
on the report, Ellsberg made his now famous
release in 1971 of the Pentagon Papers to
the New York Times.
Since the End of the Vietnam war, Ells
berg has been actively lecturing and demon
strating, both in America and abroad, on the
dangers of the nuclear arms race.
A tall, lean man with a narrow sharp
featured face, piercing blue gray eyes and
graying hair, Ellsberg is a brilliant and
articulate speaker an~ is invariably inter
esting.
The event is sponsored by the Disting
uished Visitors Forum of the Student Bar
Association and the S.A. Speakers Bureau.

cont..
Ellsberg's current thesis is that the
American government is frightening its citi
zens into accepting the necessity for increas
ed research and development of nuclear wea
pons and the willingness to use them.
This, we are told, is necessary because
of the imminence of Soviet superiority and
a possible first strike by the Russians.
The reality, according to Ellsberg, is
that for most of the past thirty-five years,
it has been the U.S. which has had an over
whelming military and nuclear superiority,
and through its position of dominance, the
U.S. has asserted its foreign policy at the
far comers of the globe

